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Movement for More Rigorous Course 
Requirements

Twenty states now require some version of the core curriculum 

• Criticisms of low high school academic standards

• Recognition of need to improve college-readiness

– This requires a dramatic change in schooling

Strategy based on research tying coursework to learning
• Students in schools with stronger curricula learn more; equity is better

• Students in higher tracks perform better than students in lower tracks

• Students with advanced coursework do better in intro college courses



But prior research may not be 
applicable to a universal mandate

– Students selecting higher level classes are different than 
others 

• More motivated, with better support

– Schools offering higher level classes are qualitatively 
different than others

• More likely to be college-focused in other ways

– Mandates are different than bottom-up decisions
• Issues of school, teacher and student capacity



Chicago was an early adopter of the core 
curriculum

Required a college-prep curriculum for all students, beginning in 1997

Three years of math 
• Algebra in 9th grade, followed by geometry and algebra II
• Previously 2 years were required; many students took remedial math 

in 9th grade

Four years of English
• English I through English IV
• Previously many students took remedial English in 9th grade

Three years of social science
• World studies, U.S. History and an elective
• Previously 3 years required of any social studies course

Three years of lab science 
• Earth or Environmental Science; Biology; Chemistry or Physics
• Previously 1 year required



The Chicago Context
• Third largest school system in the U.S.

• Over 85% students eligible for free/reduced priced lunch

• Student racial composition mostly minority
– 50% African-American
– 38% Latino
– 9% White
– 3% Asian

Before the policy:
• Graduation rates were at 51%
• More than half of entering ninth graders failed at least one course



Prior to the policy, 
the majority of CPS 

graduates 
completed only one 

or two years of 
science



The policy addressed exposure to content, 
but “opportunity to learn” is not just about content
Kilgore & Pendleton (1993) definition of OTL includes:
•The amount of exposure

•Enrollment, length and rate

•The quality of exposure
•Intensity (engagement with material)
•Accessibility

Increases in graduation requirements 
directly affect the quantity of exposure:

•What courses students take
•How many courses students take

They have the potential to indirectly affect the quantity and 
quality of exposure by affecting the composition of students 
and teachers in the science classes

•Rate affected by teacher perceptions of class ability
•Intensity (engagement) affected by pedagogy, classroom 
disruptions
•Accessibility affected by students’ preparation & teacher 
skills



Research Questions
• Science Course-completion:

– Did more students complete a full college-prep science curriculum?
– Did students complete more years of science?
– Did students take more advanced science courses?
– Were the courses they took of high quality?

• Learning:
– Did students complete the curriculum with grades that indicate 

substantial learning?

• Graduation and post-secondary outcomes:
– Were students as likely to graduate high school?
– Were students more likely to go to and persist in 4-year colleges?



Research Methods
• Interrupted time series, cohort comparison

• Based on eight cohorts of first-time ninth graders
– Followed for six years each

• until two years after they should have graduated from high school

– Cohorts entered high school in 1993-94  through 2001-02

• Outcomes followed for two groups
– Graduates only
– All students entering high school

• Analyses adjust for changes in 8th grade skills and 
demographics



Almost all graduates completed the college-prep 
science sequence after the policy

Years of core science courses completed by cohort
Controlling for student background

Policy 
Implemented

Graduates only



Low-ability students experienced particularly large 
increases in college-prep sequence completion

Percent of 
graduates 
completing 

college- 
prep 

science 
sequence

Graduates only



Because of high dropout rates, about half of 
entering 9th graders completed the sequence 

Percent completing three year college-prep sequence, including dropouts



More students took chemistry or physics, 
but fewer students took both

Graduates

Highest “level” of college-prep science completed by high school graduates



In Chicago, earth/environmental science classes are less 
engaging and demanding, and less likely to use inquiry-based 

pedagogy than biology, chemistry or physics



While graduates passed college-prep science, 
Most did so with low grades

Percent of graduates in each cohort completing college-prep science by GPA
Controlling for student background

Graduates



Grades indicate engagement and learning 
Only students with As and Bs make substantial test score gains 

Gains control for multiple pretests and background characteristics



More requirements across all subjects made it less 
likely students would graduate from high school



College-going rates did not improve, and declined 
most among high-achieving students



College-going rates did not improve, and declined 
most among high-achieving students



College persistence also did not improve



Conclusions
Requiring more science seems an obvious solution to 

improve science learning…

• Increasing science requirements was a first step in 
Chicago

– Requirements led students to take more science, schools to offer 
more science classes

• Requirements changed expectations 
• Increased the opportunity to learn science 

– There was increased equity in course-taking 
• Almost no low-achieving students took much science pre-policy 
• Most high-achieving students were not taking coursework expected for 

college



Conclusions
• There was increased opportunity to learn, but little 

evidence of substantial learning

– Course requirements by themselves did not significantly improve 
science learning 

• Content matters little when students are not engaged and working
– “D+” level work suggests minimal learning

• Need to promote high quality, engaging instruction in science classes

• Need to support schools in developing student work habits
– Other CCSR research shows grades determined by student effort

– In a district with high dropout rates, the potential benefits of 
graduation requirements are limited

• Low graduation rates may be aggravated by more requirements



Conclusions
• Minimum requirements are insufficient alone for increasing the 

number of students well-prepared for science & math careers
– Low-level requirements can reduce participation in high-level 

coursework
– Students need encouragement to go beyond requirements

• Only small increases in taking 4 years of science
• Few students take both physics and chemistry 

– Need to raise awareness that colleges expect As and Bs
• Work habits and skills are crucial for college success

• Policies aimed at low-achieving students have the potential to 
affect high-achieving students
– The quality of coursework is affected by composition 
– Schools have limited teaching staff and teachers may lack the 

capacity to teach mixed-ability classes
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